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ABSTRACT

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is the essential part of the Central Processing Unit (CPU) core which performs arithmetical operations such as addition, 
subtraction, division, multiplication etc., logical operations such as and, or, xor etc. and shift-rotate operations. The CPU performance is directly related 
to the performance of ALU. In this study, the 64-bit ALU has been designed by using the Very High Speed Integrated Circuits Hardware Description 
Language (VHDL) and Altera Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) families, synthesized and simulated with the help of Altera Quartus II (Intel, Santa 
Clara, CA, USA)  v13.0sp1 and Modelsim-Altera v10.1d (Intel, Santa Clara, CA, USA)  software. Many different studies are given about ALU Design and 
Implementation with the use of FPGA architecture and VHDL language. The difference of this study from recent studies is that the proposed design 
allows the processing of the signed numbers. Also, Conditional Sum Adder (COSA) is used in addition operation instead of Carry Ripple Adder (CRA) or 
Carry Look-ahead Adder (CLA) because of its benefit in fast addition and less propagation delay of Carry Chain. 
Keywords: FPGA, VHDL, arithmetic logic unit design 

Introduction

In a computer system, Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is the vital structure of the Central Process-
ing Unit (CPU). Modern CPUs contain very powerful and complex ALUs. In addition to ALUs, 
today’s CPUs have a control unit (CU) which operates the ALU through the control signals. 
These signals tell to ALU which operations will be performed and the ALU stores results of 
these operations in output registers. Also, the CU moves the data between these registers, the 
ALU, and memory through the control signals.

Very High Speed Integrated Circuits Hardware Description Language (VHDL) is one of the 
most popular languages of an industry for the modeling, description, and synthesis of digital 
circuits and systems. It is a high-level language that is difficult to learn, and suitable for the de-
sign of complex systems. Also, this language allows users to create complex data types. Design 
units, also called library units, are the main components of the VHDL language. It consists of 4 
different notifications which are package, entity, architecture and configuration-component. 
Also, new library creation and library management which are two of the most valuable fea-
tures is allowed in VHDL language [1, 2].

The main reason of using VHDL in this study is that the language allows us to manage the 
library and create a special structure such as package, block, function, procedure, and com-
ponent etc. This feature made the design simpler and easy to manage. Also, using these struc-
tures provide portable and reusable designs.

A basic field programmable gate array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit with logic blocks which 
are arranged in a matrix. In addition to logic blocks, modern FPGAs have multiplier blocks and 
memory blocks inside them. In an FPGA structure, logic blocks and interconnections between 
them, input/output elements (IOE) etc. are configurable. When an FPGA is configured, the in-
ternal circuitry is connected in a way that creates a hardware implementation of our design. If 
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the FPGA needs to be reprogrammed, the configuration data in 
it can be deleted and programmed again and again, and this is 
the most important reason why FPGA is so valuable in the mar-
ket. Unlike CPUs, FPGAs do not have a fixed hardware design. 
In contrast, they can be programmed from scratch according to 
user applications. The functions that logical cells perform and 
the connections between these functions are determined by 
the user. Some of other important features of an FPGA have 
made its use popular include parallel processing capability, de-
sign testing and validation, and the ability to embed a proces-
sor in an FPGA as discussed by [3, 4].

Many different studies are given about ALU Design and Imple-
mentation with the use of FPGA architecture and VHDL lan-
guage. In these studies carry ripple adder (CRA) or carry look-
ahead adder (CLA) is used in addition operation and unsigned 
numbers are processed in ALU. Also, Xilinx’s software and hard-
ware are used as a development environment as discussed 
elsewhere [5-10].

Adder cell is the primary unit of an ALU. Power, speed and area 
requirements need to be satisfied by the adder cell. The delay 
in the adder circuit originates from the carry bit calculation. 
Previous studies used CRA structure in their adder unit [7-10].

Carry ripple adder is the simplest but the slowest adder struc-
ture and constructed by cascading full adders (FA) blocks in se-
ries. In the CRA technique, a sequential addition is performed 
from the less significant bit (LSB) to the most significant bit 
(MSB) using the FA structures. In this addition, the initial carry 
bit input is taken as zero during the sum of the LSB bit. While 
performing the sum of the next two bits, the new carry bit 
which is calculated from the sum of the previous two bits is 
used here as a carry bit input. This process runs until the sum of 
the MSB bits is reached, and the carry bit inputs are calculated 
from the sum of the two previous bits each time. Thus, in order 
to generate the carry bit input to be used in the sum of the 
MSB bits, all carry bits, from the LSB bit, have to be calculated. 
In this carry bit calculation process, a delay occurs and as the 
size of the processed data grows, this delay also increases in 
parallel. The worst-case delay of the CRA is approximated by 
equation 1.

t = (n – 1) tc + ts    Eq (1)

tc stands for the delay through the carry stage of a FA, ts stands 
for the delay to compute the sum of the last stage and n stands 
for the number of bits. The delay of CRA is linearly proportional 
to the number of bits; therefore the performance of the CRA is 
limited when the number of bits increases [11].

Other conventional types of adders are carry-look-ahead ad-
der, carry-skip adder, carry select adder, conditional sum adder 
(COSA), and Manchester Carry Chain adder. In these conven-
tional types of adders including CRA, COSA is the extension of 
Carry Select Adder and has less delay in its operation because 
of the carry bit computation method. 

The basic idea in the COSA is to calculate two different outputs 
for a given group of input bits, for instance, n bits. In each calcu-
lation, n bits addition result and a carry bit out are obtained. In 
one of the addition operations, the carry input is taken as zero 
and the other is taken as one. By using a multiplexer structure, 
the correct carry input is selected and the correct addition re-
sult is obtained through this carry bit selection. Thus, the result 
is calculated without waiting for the calculation of the carry bit. 
The addition is much faster as higher bit addition operations 
[12]. Block diagram of 4 Bit COSA is given in Figure 1 [13].

Figure 1. 4 Bit Conditional Sum Adder (COSA)

Material and Method

In the study, the main ALU structure is divided into three sub-
units as an arithmetic unit, a logic unit, and a shift-rotate unit. 
Each subunit is introduced as a component to the system. Each 
component consists of different components.

One of the Altera’s FPGA families, Cyclone II EP2C70F896C6 
(Intel, Santa Clara, CA, USA) device is targeted in the design 
platform namely Quartus II (Intel, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and 
Modelsim-Altera (Intel, Santa Clara, CA, USA) is used as a simu-
lation tool. In EP2C70F896C6 device, 2C means that this device 
belongs to Cyclone II family, 70F means that this device has ap-
proximately 70 thousand logic elements (LEs), 896C refers to 
the total number of pins both dedicated pins and user pins and 
last number in the device code refers to the speed grade of this 
device. In addition to these features, EP2C70F896C6 device in-
cludes 250 M4K random access memory (RAM) blocks, approx-
imately 1.1Mbit RAM bits, 150 18x18 embedded multiplier and 
4 phase lock loop (PLL) structures [14].

Altera Quartus II software which is developed by ALTERA is the 
most comprehensive environment available for a programma-
ble chip design. It allows users to design both at gate level and 
register transfer level (RTL), also allows you to use mega func-
tion and intellectual property (IP) and synthesis their HDL files 
and also you can use this software to implement timing anal-
ysis of your design. After the synthesis and analysis of the de-
sign with the Quartus II software, the functional and temporal 
simulation is realized with the use of Modelsim-Altera software. 
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Simulations can be performed manually and directly via Mod-
elsim-Altera or indirectly by using the testbench file written in 
Quartus II [15].

In this study we used RTL design which is done with use of 
VHDL language and wrote a testbench VHDL file for simulation 
process of the proposed design via Modelsim-Altera.

Design diagram of proposed ALU is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Arithmetic Logic Unit Design Diagram

The source code of design is written with VHDL hardware de-
scription language and behavioural and structural modelling is 
adopted as a modelling method. The design flow is selected as 
bottom to top. 

Arithmetic Unit of proposed design contains signed addition, 
signed subtraction, signed multiplication, signed division and 
signed mod operations.

Logical Unit of proposed design contains and, or, xor, not, nand, 
nor and xnor operations.

Shift/Rotate Unit of proposed design contains arithmetic left 
and right shifting, logical left and right shifting and right and 
left rotation operations. 

Operations and select lines of proposed ALU is given in Table 
1. These 19 operations in the Table were defined as a compo-
nent in the specific unit where the operation belongs. But each 
operation could be defined as a procedure, block or function. 
Each of this structure has different syntax and usage. 

After the target device was selected as Cyclone II EP-
2C70F896C6, as a first part, arithmetic unit is designed. The 
arithmetic unit has 4 inputs, namely inpu1, input 2, clk (clock) 
and ALU control (select input from the control unit of CPU) 
and 3 outputs namely arithmetic unit out, error (for division 
errors such as “0/0” and “data/0”, overflow errors and size 
out errors of the multiplication operation) and flag register 
out (parity, overflow, sign and zero flags). Data inputs and 
arithmetic unit out are 64 bits long, clock input (in simulation 
50MHz clock frequency is used), arithmetic unit control(se-

lection lines) is 3 bits long (first 3 bits of ALU control input) 
and error output are 1 bit long and flag register output is 4 
bits long. 

Conditional sum adder which is used in addition operation is 
the most important part of the arithmetic unit. After the com-
parison of CRA and COSA structures, COSA is selected as main 
structure of the addition operation. CRA and COSA simulation 
result is given in Figure 3 respectively, and delay and LE usage 
comparison of these two adders is given in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Delay and LE Usage Comparison of CRA and COSA

Figure 3. 64 Bit Carry Ripple Adder (CRA) and Conditional Sum 
Adder (COSA) Simulation Results Respectively

N bits COSA type addition device is composed of a two-bit 
COSA consisting of essentially three full adders and a multi-
plexer structure. One of the full adders collects the first bits 
of the input data with the “0” carry in. Other two full adders 
collect the last bits of the input data. One of them with “0” 
carry in and the other one uses “1” carry in. The selection of 
the carry-bit which is going to be used in the sum of the last 
bits is selected by looking at the carry bit result from the sum 
of the first bits with the usage of multiplexer structure. 64-bit 
COSA is designed as an extension of two-bit COSA structure. 
RTL schema of 64 Bit COSA with Overflow Detection compo-
nent is given in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. RTL Schema of 64 Bit COSA with Overflow Detection

Subtraction component is designed with the usage of COSA.

Another important operation is multiplication operation. The 
Booth’s Algorithm which provides great convenience in two 
signed number multiplication is used for multiplier compo-
nent. 

In the Table 1, data A and B are both 64 bits long data. In the multi-
plication operation, first 32 bits of data A and B are used. The multi-
plication operation in proposed design allows multiplying two 32 
bits long data. Also, several functions has been used for checking 
the data if it is greater than the number which is the biggest num-
ber in 32 bit long data or not. These function checks the second 32 
bits of 64 bit data. When the data is negative and if there are ‘0’ bits 
in the second 32 bits of data, these functions tell us that we can’t 
multiply this data due to the size out in the multiplication result, 
and this process works in positive numbers differently. 

A Similar algorithm to the multiplication algorithm is used in 
division component design.

The last component of the arithmetic unit is a modular compo-
nent and it is designed with the usage of the division compo-
nent. The only difference is that the remainder of the division 
operation is taken as an output of the component.

After components of all operations are defined, these compo-
nents are called under the arithmetic unit. The output of the 
arithmetic unit is taken as the output of the multiplexer struc-
ture according to the value of the selection input which is relat-
ed to the ALU control input port. After the source code of the 
arithmetic unit was written, the design is analysed and synthe-
sized with the help of the Altera Quartus II v13.0sp1 software. 
RTL schema of 64 Bit Arithmetic Unit is given in Figure 6.

Figure 6. RTL Schema of 64 Bit Arithmetic Unit

64 Bit Arithmetic unit’s simulation is implemented with the 
help of Modelsim- Altera v10.1d software. The simulation re-
sults of this unit are shown Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Figure 7. Positive Simulation Results of the 64 Bit Arithmetic Unit

Table 1. Operations and Select Lines

Function Operation Select Lines

Signed ADD (±A)+(±B) 0 0 0 0 0

Signed SUB (±A)-(±B) 0 0 0 0 1

Signed MULT (±A)*(±B) 0 0 0 1 0

Signed DIV (±A)/(±B) 0 0 0 1 1

Signed MOD (±A)mod(±B) 0 0 1 0 0

AND A and B 0 1 0 0 0

OR A or B 0 1 0 0 1

XOR A xor B 0 1 0 1 0

NOT A not A 0 1 0 1 1

NOT B not B 0 1 1 0 0

NAND A nand B 0 1 1 0 1

NOR A nor B 0 1 1 1 0

XNOR A xnor B 0 1 1 1 1

Logic left shift ±A sll ±B 1 0 0 0 0

Logic right shift ±A srl ±B 1 0 0 0 1

Arith. left shift ±A sla ±B 1 0 0 1 0

Arith right shift ±A sra ±B 1 0 0 1 1

Left Rotate ±A rotl ±B 1 0 1 0 0

Right Rotate ±A rotr ±B 1 0 1 0 1

A, B: data inputs; ADD: addition; SUB: subtraction; MULT: multiplication; DIV: 
division; MOD: modular, sll: shift left logical; srl: shift right logical; sla: shift left 
arithmetical; sra: shift right arithmetical; rotl: rotation to left; rotr: rotation to right
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Figure 8. Negative Simulation Results of the 64 Bit Arithmetic Unit

Logic Unit and Rotate/Shift Unit which are second and third 
parts of ALU are designed respectively. RTL schema of Logic Unit 
is given in Figure 9. After the source code of the logic unit was 
written, the design is analysed and synthesized. The simulation 
result of Logic Unit is shown in Figure 10. 64 Bit Rotate/Shift Unit’s 
RTL scheme is shown in Figure 11. After the source code of the 
Rotate/Shift unit was written, the design is analysed and synthe-
sized. The simulation result of this unit is shown in Figure 12. 

Figure 9. RTL Schema of 64 Bit Logic Unit

Figure 11. RTL Schema of 64 Bit Rotate/Shift Unit

Figure 10. Simulation Result of the 64 Bit Logic Unit

Figure 12. Simulation Results of 64 Bit Rotate/Shift Unit

These three subunits are defined as a component and called 
under the Arithmetic Logic Unit. The outputs of these subunits 
supply a multiplexer structure defined in the top-level design. 
Last 2 bits of ALU control input port is used as a select line and 
this select line supply the multiplexer selection inputs. These 
two bits should be “00” when we want to activate Arithmetic 
Unit, “01” when we want to activate Logic Unit and “10” when 
we want to activate Shift/rotate unit. 

Arithmetic Logic Unit Output is taken from the output of the 
multiplexer structure according to the value of the selection 
input of the top-level multiplexer structure which is related to 
the last two bits of ALU control input port. Flag register output 
from MSB bit to LSB bit defines respectively parity flag, an over-
flow flag, sign flag, and Zero flag. 

 In the last case, the Arithmetic Logic Unit is defined as a single 
component in the most-level design and can be called and ex-
ecuted as a component in any design. Top-level design of 64 
Bit Arithmetic Logic Unit’s RTL scheme is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. RTL Schema of 64 Bit Arithmetic Logic Unit

The top-level, Arithmetic Logic Unit, module is analysed and 
synthesized and then simulated with the help of Modelsim-Al-
tera software. 64 Bit Arithmetic Logic Unit’s compilation report 
is given in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Compilation Report of 64 Bit ALU

Results

The 64-bit arithmetic logic unit for signed numbers processing 
is designed using VHDL language and synthesized using Al-
tera Quartus II v13.0sp1 platform. The ALU is implemented us-
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ing parallel implementation of three different subunits which 
perform various functions such as arithmetic, logical, shift and 
rotate operations. At first step components of subunits are 
designed to handle unsigned numbers. Then with the use of 
process structures these components are arranged to handle 
signed numbers. After this arrangement, the overflow control 
circuit is designed. 

Data are received from the data input ports and these data fed 
to the three different subunits. These subunits calculate their 
result in each clock cycle and send them into top-level multi-
plexer structure. This multiplexer structure generates an out-
put according to the value of the signal from the control unit 
which is defined as an input port named ALU control. This gen-
erated outputs from the multiplexer fed to the output ports of 
ALU. The synthesized most-level module is targeted to Cyclone 
II device. 

The most level design has 4 input ports as two data input, a 
clock input and select input which is assumed to come from 
the control unit of CPU and has 3 output ports as ALU opera-
tion output, error output, and flag register output. 

50 MHz clock is used as clock input in testbench simulation. 
Clock frequency can be increased up to 250 MHz with the PLL 
structure usage. Error output port shows errors which occurs 
in signed addition and subtraction when overflow occurs and 
incorrect result calculated, in multiplication of two numbers 
which are exceeding the maximum value expressed in 32 bits 
and in division operation when data inputs are selected as 
both zero or second input is selected as zero (these selections 
causes “0/0” uncertainty and “number/0” undefined state). Flag 
register output is 4 bits long and shows from MSB bit to LSB 
bit respectively parity flag status, overflow flag status, sign flag 
status, and zero flag status.

After testbench simulation, the first result of The ALU is taken 
after 280 ns. This operation is signed addition operation. Some 
of the simulation results of the 64 Bit Arithmetic Logic Unit are 
shown in Figure 15. After the simulation was completed, the 
results obtained from the Altera Quartus II Design Suit were 
confirmed by the theoretical results for all the operations with 
signed numbers and we found that they matched the theoret-
ical values.

Figure 15. Simulation Results of 64 Bit ALU

Conclusion

In the addition operation, instead of CRA or CLA type of adder, 
the usage of COSA structure reduced the delay which consists 
of carry bit calculation. As a result, the output of the addition 
operation was obtained in a shorter time (adder with COSA 
is approximately 6 times faster than adder with CRA). In spite 
of this positive development - the increase of the multiplexer 
structures used in the addition circuit caused the number of 
logic elements used in the FPGA increase. 

The 64-bit arithmetic logic unit which is designed for the pro-
cessing of signed numbers has been successful in all opera-
tions regardless of whether the number is positive or negative. 
In case of overflow in the addition and subtraction operations, 
indefinite and undefined situations occurring in the division 
process and the result of multiplication operation exceeding 
64 bits, errors are shown successfully with the error output as a 
result of the simulation. 

The design is shaped around the “component” structure in the 
VHDL language. The usage of this structure has enabled us 
to manage our design easily and make the design simpler. In 
addition, all “components” can be easily used in other designs 
because of the special benefit of the component structure in 
the VHDL language. The most important disadvantage of the 
usage of these structures is the calculation of all operation 
results regardless of the process priority and this causes ex-
tended simulation time. The design can be implemented using 
“procedure” structures with a different approach. But with the 
usage of this structure, the size of the source code will increase 

Table 2. Comparison between previous studies and proposed design

Design Operation (number) FPGA Family Data Type Clock Rate (Hz) Adder Type
Delay on 
Adder (ns)

Previous studies Max. 16 Xilinx FPGAs Unsigned
Max.  
10 MHz CRA or CLA Min. 5900

Proposed Design 19 Altera Cyclone II Signed 50 MHz COSA 280

FPGA: Field Programmable Gate Arrays; Hz: hertz; MHz: megahertz; ns: nanosecond; CRA: Carry Ripple Adder; CLA: Carry Look-ahead Adder; COSA: Conditional 

Sum Adder
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and the readability will decrease and the design will be com-
plicated. 

Therefore, the structure to be used should be chosen according 
to the purpose. The main reason for us to use the “component” 
structure in our design is to eliminate some of the complexity 
resulting from the use of signed numbers which caused the ad-
dition of new structures to the design, the number of operation 
and the large size of the processed data. Comparison between 
previous studies and proposed design is given in Table 2. If 
the clock rate of proposed design is lowered to 10 MHz, delay 
on the adder unit will be 1400ns, and this delay is also lower 
than delay on the adder with CRA or CLA structure in previous 
studies. Also, when we use the PLL structure in the FPGA, clock 
frequency can increase up to 250 MHz and delay in the adder 
operation can decrease down to 60 ns. 
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